
Introduction

 The Council on American Islamic Relations (CAIR) claims to be a lead-
ing U.S. civil rights group — an Islamic version of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) or the Anti-Defamation League (ADL). It 
describes its mission as enhancing understanding of Islam, protecting civil liberties, 
and empowering American Muslims. 
 But unlike the NAACP and ADL, CAIR has been listed by the Justice De-
partment as an unindicted co-conspirator in a terrorism funding trial. Unlike those 
groups, its alumni include former officials and staffers who have been convicted on 
terrorism-related charges. Unlike the NAACP or ADL, CAIR’s co-founders had ties to 
an international religious extremist movement, the Muslim Brotherhood. Founded in 
Egypt in 1928, the Muslim Brotherhood has influenced many Sunnis with its anti-
Western, anti-Jewish, anti-modern and anti-secular ideology. It inspired or spawned 
extremist off-shoots including al Qaeda and the Palestinian Islamic Resistance Move-
ment (Hamas).
 On one hand, CAIR representatives have conducted “sensitivity training 
sessions” for law enforcement personnel and have participated in interfaith meet-
ings  across the country. Council members have met with Presidents Bill Clinton and 
George W. Bush.
 On the other hand, CAIR co-founder and former board chairman, Omar 
Ahmad, once declared that the Koran, the Muslim book of scripture, “should be the 
highest authority in America, and Islam the only accepted religion on Earth” (San Ra-
mon Valley Herald, Calif., July 4, 1998). Though five years later Ahmad denied mak-
ing the statement, the newspaper stood by the accuracy of its reporter. In that talk to 
a local Muslim group, Ahmad also reportedly urged American Muslims to be open to 
U.S. society but not to assimilate to it. 
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 CAIR’s spokesman, Ibrahim 
Hooper, was quoted as saying that he 
“wouldn’t want to create the impression 
that I wouldn’t like the government of 
the United States to be Islamic sometime 
in the future” (Minneapolis Star Tribune, 
April 4, 1993). 
 Soon after Osama bin Laden’s al 
Qaeda hijacked four American airliners 
on Sept. 11, 2001 and attacked New 
York City’s World Trade Center and the 
Pentagon in Washington, D.C., murder-
ing approximately 3,000 people, CAIR 
posted a photograph on its Web site. 
The picture showed the burning Twin 
Towers. Accompanying text suggested 
that those wishing to make contributions 
for humanitarian assistance should do-
nate to the Holy Land Foundation (HLF).
 In December, 2001 the U.S. 
government froze the assets of (and ef-
fectively closed) the foundation, charg-
ing it with providing “financial and mate-
rial support to the terrorist organization 
Hamas” (“Shutting Down the Terrorist 
Financial Network,” Department of Jus-
tice press release, Dec. 4, 2001). At trial 
in 2007, the Justice Department claimed 
that HLF funneled  more than $12 mil-
lion to Hamas. The U.S. government 
designated Hamas as a terrorist organi-
zation in 1995 and it was in connection 
with the HLF trial that the Justice De-
partment named CAIR an unindicted co-
conspirator. CAIR filed an amicus brief 
asking that the department’s designation 
be dropped.
 The judge declared a mistrial 
after several jurors objected to the jury 
foreman’s declaration of a unanimous 
verdict of acquittal. According to Ste-
ven A. Emerson, executive director of 
The Investigative Project and producer 
of Public Broadcasting Service’s 2001 
documentary Terrorists Among Us; Jihad 
in America, jury sources claimed that a 
pro-Hamas juror intimidated and ha-
rassed colleagues, refusing to allow them 
to review evidence. The government set 
a retrial for April, 2008. 
 Civil rights group, or deceptive 
promoter of a version of Sunni Islamic 

supremacy? Advocate for American 
Muslims, or public relations front for 
Middle Eastern jihadis?

Origins

 CAIR was founded in 1994 by 
Omar Ahmad and Nihad Awad. Ahmad 
became chairman and Awad executive 
director. Both had been members of the 
Islamic Association for Palestine,  some-
times also known as the American Mus-
lim Society. Established in Chicago in 
1981, IAP founders included Mousa abu 
Marzook, of Hamas, and Sami al-Arian, 
of Palestinian Islamic Jihad. IAP, in turn, 
has been described in court cases as a 
North American off-shoot of the Muslim 
Brotherhood.
 Hamas crimes include scores 
of suicide bombings that resulted in 
the deaths of several hundred non-
combatant Israelis and foreigners. Abu 
Marzook, who once lived in the United 
States, now is based in Damascus, Syria 
with other Hamas leaders.  
 Al-Arian is the former University 
of South Florida professor who, after 
years of denial, pled guilty in 2006 to 
raising money for and supporting Pales-
tinian Islamic Jihad. Also designated a 
terrorist group by the U.S. government, 
Islamic Jihad has murdered more than 
100 Israelis and others. CAIR called 
al-Arian’s deportation “an additional 
burden on a family that has suffered 
tremendously over the past few years” of 
investigation and trial. Earlier in the year, 
CAIR officials attended a California fund-
raiser for al-Arian (“Terror’s U.S. Breed-
ing Ground,” March 23, 2006, New York 
Post Online Edition).  
 CAIR spokesman Ibrahim 
Hooper worked for IAP before join-
ing the council’s staff. The association 
was “identified as a ‘front group’ for the 
terrorist group Hamas,” by Steve Pomer-
antz, former chief of the FBI’s counter-
terrorism section (“The Real CAIR,” by 
Joseph Farah, WorldNet Daily, April 25, 
2003). Farah also quotes another ex-FBI 
counter-terrorism chief, Oliver “Buck” 
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Revell, calling IAP “a front organization 
for Hamas that engages in propaganda 
for Islamic militants.”
 In 2004, a U.S. district court case 
found IAP linked to Hamas and liable 
in a $156 million suit for the murder of 
a U.S. teenager, David Boim in Israel. 
In 2007, the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
Seventh Circuit, reversed the verdict, a 
decision celebrated by CAIR. However, 
Jeffrey Breinholt, writing at Counterter-
rorism Blog on Jan. 2, 2008 pointed out 
that the appeals verdict said supplemen-
tal evidence offered by the Holy Land 
Foundation “could not have defeated 
the primary evidence” established by 
the trial court that HLF did fund Hamas. 
Breinholt forecast that on reconsidera-
tion, the trial court would permit the 
Boim family to present requisite proof to 
sustain the original verdict.
 At a forum at Florida’s Barry Uni-
versity in 1994, Awad declared himself 
to be a supporter of Hamas. At a youth 
session that was part of IAP’s conven-
tion in Chicago in 1999, Ahmad praised 
suicide bombers  who “kill themselves 
for Islam.” 

Constituents and Money

 CAIR claims to be a national 
organization representing “7 million 
American Muslims.”   
 But Dr. Tom W. Smith discounts 
the group’s “7 million American Mus-
lims” statistic. Smith directs the General 
Social Survey at the National Opinion 
Research Center of the University of 
Chicago and is author of the study, 
“Estimating the Muslim Population in 
the United States.” He says “the best 
adjusted, survey-based estimate puts the 
total Muslim population at 1,876,000.”  
 According to Smith, “since the 
September 11 terror attacks, the news 
media has used estimates of the Mus-
lim population in the United States of 
5 million to 8 million, with an average 
of 6.7 million or 2.4 percent of the total 
population.”  However, “none of the 
20 estimates during the last five years 

is based on a scientifically-sound or 
explicit methodology.”
 Is CAIR representative of U.S. 
Muslims, regardless of their numbers? 
Dr. M. Zuhdi Jasser, director of the 
American Islamic Forum for Democracy, 
formed in March, 2003 by a group of 
Muslim professionals in Arizona’s Phoe-
nix Valley, said “this is the untold story 
in the myth that CAIR represents the 
American Muslim population.  They only 
represent their membership and do-
nors.”
 The late Seifeldin Ashmawy, 
publisher of the New Jersey-based Voice 
of Peace, “dismissed CAIR as the cham-
pion of ‘extremists whose views do not 
represent Islam,’” (“What Americans 
think about Islam,” by Daniel Pipes, The 
Jerusalem Post, July 30, 2003). In that 
same commentary, Pipes — author of 
Militant Islam Reaches America (2002, 
W.W. Norton & Co.), founder of the 
Philadelphia-based Middle East Forum 
think tank and frequent critic of CAIR 
— notes that “Tashbih Sayyed of the 
Council for Democracy and Tolerance, 
calls CAIR ‘the most accomplished fifth 
column in the United States.’”    
 If CAIR nevertheless enjoyed a 
high and relatively positive news media 
profile, it might be because of the coun-
cil’s financial wherewithal.  
 In “Scrutiny Increases for a 
Group Advocating for Muslims in U.S.” 
(New York Times, March 14, 2007), 
Neil MacFarquhar reported that “CAIR 
has raised suspicion by accepting large 
donations from individuals or founda-
tions closely identified with Arab govern-
ments,” in particular, Saudi Arabia and 
the United Arab Emirates. 
 Additionally, MacFarquhar wrote 
that the council “has an annual operat-
ing budget of around $3 million, and 
the group said it solicited major dona-
tions for special projects, like $500,000 
from Prince Alwaleed bin Talal of Saudi 
Arabia  [investor, part owner of Rupert 
Murdoch’s Newsworld media empire, 
and donor to Islamic causes] to help 
distribute the Koran and other books 
about Islam in the United States, some 
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of which generated controversy.”
  CAIR distributed a version of Is-
lamic scripture titled The Meaning of The 
Holy Quran, a Saudi-approved edition 
first published by Abdullah Yusuf Ali in 
1934. It was banned in 2002 by the Los 
Angeles school district because of anti-
semitic commentary accompanying the 
text (“CAIR distributes Quran banned as 
anti-Semitic,” WorldNet Daily, June 2, 
2005).  
 An Arab News article by Javid 
Hassan (“Media Campaign in US to 
Dispel Islamophobia,” June 21, 2006), 
reported that CAIR announced “it would 
be launching a massive $50 million me-
dia campaign involving television, radio 
and newspapers as part of its five-year 
program to create a better understand-
ing of Islam and Muslims in the US.”  In 
order to fulfill Executive Director Awad’s 
proposals of $10 million dollars annu-
ally for five years, the council required  
outside donations. Awad stated that 
CAIR was “planning to meet Prince Al-
waleed ibn Talal for his financial support 
to our project.  He has been generous 
in the past.” A Washington Times report 
(June 12, 2007) estimated CAIR’s 2001-
2005 revenue at nearly $18 million.
  

Terrorism ties

 On June 6, 2006 CAIR’s Ohio 
affiliate “honored one of the unindicted 
conspirators in that 1993 World Trade 
Center bombing, Siraj Wahhaj, a Brook-
lyn, N.Y. imam who had also served as a 
defense witness at the trial of one of the 
men convicted for that terrorist attack, 
the ‘Blind Sheikh’ Omar Abdel-Rah-
man” according to writer Patrick Poole 
(“CAIR’s Blood Money,” March 13, 
2007, FrontPageMag.com). The 1993 
World Trade Center assault killed six 
people and injured many others. Before 
immigrating, Abdel-Rahman had served 
time in an Egyptian prison in connection 
with the 1981 assassination of Egyptian 
President Anwar as-Sadat. CAIR’s 1996 
report on anti-Muslim discrimination 
quoted Abdel-Rahman’s lawyers “as say-
ing that his trial was unfair,” The Wash-

ington Post noted (“Bush’s Courting of 
Some Muslims Criticized; White House 
Cautioned to Avoid Groups, Individu-
als Who Defend Terrorism,” Nov. 18, 
2001). 
 Poole wrote that more than 400 
supporters attended the Ohio CAIR 
event, which raised approximately 
$100,000. He suggested that the hon-
oree’s background might have been 
unknown to many participants, but not 
to CAIR leaders. They named Wahhaj to 
the group’s advisory board. According to 
Poole, CAIR national spokesman Hooper 
“has gone so far as to call Wahhaj ‘one 
of the most respected Muslim leaders in 
America,’” although CAIR’s Web site no 
longer posts that statement.

         CAIR’s Florida affiliate featured 
Wahhaj as a speaker at its 2007 annual 
banquet.
 
 As for other individuals with ties 
to CAIR and terrorism:

 w The U.S. government indicted 
the council’s former civil rights coordina-
tor, Randall Royer, on charges of, among 
other things, helping al-Qaeda and the 
Taliban battle American troops in Af-
ghanistan, and recruiting for and other-
wise assisting Lashkar-e-Taiba, a jihadist 
group responsible for numerous killings 
in Indian Kashmir and the rest of India.  
In 2004, he was sentenced to 20 years 
in prison after pleading guilty to various 
firearms charges.

 wGhassan Elashi, founder of 
CAIR’s Texas chapter, was convicted in 
2004 “of knowingly doing business with 
Mousa Abu Marzook, a senior Hamas 
leader,” noted Pipes and Sharon Chadha 
(“CAIR Founded by Islamic Terrorists?” 
July 28, 2005 FrontPageMag). 
 
 w Bassem Khafagi, CAIR’s for-
mer community relations director, was 
arrested for involvement with another 
group, the Islamic Assembly of North 
America, suspected of aiding sheiks op-
posed to the Saudi Arabian government 
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and linked to al Qaeda leader Osama 
bin Laden. 

 w Rabih Haddad, once a CAIR 
fundraiser, was arrested on terrorism-
related charges and deported from the 
United States. Haddad co-founded 
another group, the Global Relief Foun-
dation, and served as its president until 
2000. According to the U.S. Treasury 
Department’s Office of Terrorism and 
Financial Intelligence, Haddad had 
worked for Makhtat al-Khidamat, an al 
Qaeda precursor organization, in Paki-
stan in the early 1990s.

 wMousa Abu Marzook, once a 
CAIR official, as noted above, was des-
ignated specifically by the U.S. govern-
ment in 1995 as a “terrorist and Hamas 
leader.” 
 In connection with the 2007 trial 
of the Texas-based Holy Land Founda-
tion, CAIR was listed as one of three 
main Islamic organizations in America 
to conspire to support and actually to 
support Hamas. Court filings gave “scant 
details, but prosecutors described CAIR 
as a present or past member of the U.S. 
Muslim Brotherhood’s Palestine Com-
mittee and/or its organizations” (“Is-
lamic Groups Named in Hamas Funding 
Case,” New York Sun, June 4, 2007). The 
government listed the Islamic Society of 
North America and the North American 
Islamic Trust as “entities who are and/
or were members of the U.S. Muslim 
Brotherhood.”
 The Washington Post reported 
that “the [Holy Land Foundation] indict-
ment charges that the foundation in 
part directed money to take care of the 
families of suicide bombers, an action to 
‘effectively reward past, and encourage 
future, suicide bombings and terrorist 
activities’” (“Case Against Islamic Charity 
Opens,” Aug. 25, 2007). 
  

CAIR sues, then settles

 “CAIR’s War from Within” by 
Andrew Whitehead and Lee Kaplan 

(FrontPageMag, Mar. 9, 2004) stated that 
“CAIR’s new headquarters in D.C. were 
financed with an interest-free loan from 
the Saudi Islamic Development Bank.” 
Additionally, Whitehead alone wrote of 
what he described as CAIR’s attempt to 
ruin the career of an army officer and 
nurse who served in Iraq and Afghani-
stan. According to Whitehead: 
 Captain Edwina (Tiger) McCall, 
U.S. Army, returned from honorable 
service in Landshtul, Germany, where 
American soldiers wounded in Iraq 
and Afghanistan are treated, on Feb. 
10, 2004. She always had received the 
highest scores on evaluations and had 
extremely strong recommendations of 
support for a promotion from her super-
visors.  
 She also had participated in an 
online discussion board where oth-
ers were speaking out against the U.S. 
military presence in Iraq and in favor of 
militant Islamic goals and organizations. 
“Many of those with whom she chatted 
called her ‘ignorant’ for believing the 
U.S. was trying to help the people of 
Iraq. During her exchange she alluded to 
the incarceration of Japanese-Americans 
and foreign nationals during World War 
II, however offensive, as having a pur-
pose.”
 On Dec. 4, 2003, CAIR’s Hoop-
er sent a letter to Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld, stating, “It is my 
unfortunate duty to bring to your at-
tention bigoted anti-Muslim comments 
sent to our office by an officer in the 
U.S. military.” Hooper then listed several 
comments by Capt. McCall he felt were 
“Islamophobic.”  Whitehead’s view was 
that “the United States is fighting a ‘War 
on Terror’. The enemy is militant Islam. 
Why did the Secretary of Defense listen 
to the lies and distortions of a group that 
has a history of supporting this ideol-
ogy?”
 Whitehead founded a Website, 
www.anticair.com, whose name explains 
its mission. CAIR responded by filing a 
defamation lawsuit.
 According to Pipes, “the lawsuit 
alleges that CAIR is the victim of ‘libel-
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ous defamation’ because of five Anti-
CAIR statements in particular” (“Why Is 
CAIR Suing Anti-CAIR?” FrontPageMaga-
zine, April 6, 2004). Pipes and Chadha 
summarized the original statements 
CAIR claimed to be actionable, in an-
other FrontPage Mag article, mentioned 
above (“CAIR Founded by “Islamic Ter-
rorists?”) These were:

 w  “Let there be no doubt that 
CAIR is a terrorist supporting front orga-
nization.” 
 
   w Second, “[CAIR] seeks to over-
throw constitutional government in the 
United States.”

  w  Three, [CAIR] is an organiza-
tion funded by Hamas supporters.”

 w  Fourth,“CAIR 
was started by Hamas 
members.”

 w  Fifth, “CAIR…
was founded by Islamic 
terrorists.”  

 On June 20, 2005 CAIR amend-
ed its original motion and reduced 
its libel claims.  The only two which 
remained were that CAIR is a terrorist-
supporting front organization and that it 
seeks to overthrow constitutional gov-
ernment in the United States.  
 Reed Rubinstein, of the Green-
berg and Traurig international law firm, 
represented Anti-CAIR pro bono. On 
April 21, 2006, the Anti-CAIR Web site 
reported a “mutually agreeable settle-
ment,” the terms of which are confiden-
tial.  
 According to a New York Sun 
article, Rubinstein did say that “CAIR’s 
interest in settling the suit intensified late 
last year just as a judge was considering 
whether the group should be forced to 
disclose additional details about its inner 
workings, including its financing and its 
alleged ties to Hamas and other terrorist 
groups” (“CAIR Settles Libel Suit Against 
Critic,” March 24, 2006). 

‘Continuing the suit 
would have opened up 
CAIR’s finances...’

 Rubinstein said continuing the 
suit “would have opened up CAIR’s 
finances and their relationships and their 
principles, their ideological motivations 
in a way they did not want to be made 
public.”
 Pipes and Chadha concluded in 
“CAIR Founded by ‘Islamic Terrorists’?” 
that “CAIR’s filing an amended motion 
has two apparent implications: that CAIR 
has tacitly acknowledged the truth of 
Whitehead’s deleted assertions; and that 
those assertions can now be repeated 
with legal impunity.” Those are that 
CAIR:
 wWas founded by Hamas 
members.
 wWas founded by Islamic 
terrorists.
 wWas funded by Hamas 
supporters.

        Pipes and Chadha 
speculated further why 
CAIR may have dropped 
its defense of those three 
claims.

      The first asserted that “[CAIR] 
is partially funded by terrorists.”  Accord-
ing to the authors, in August, 1999 the 
Saudi-based Islamic Development Bank, 
the same organization which provided 
indemnities for families of Palestinian 
suicide bombers who attack Israelis, 
gave CAIR $250,000.  The International 
Institute of Islamic Thought, a Virginia-
based organization with links to the 
Muslim Brotherhood, provided CAIR 
with $14,000 in 2003, according to IIIT 
tax filings.  
 The second charge CAIR 
dropped as libelous from its suit was 
that “CAIR receives direct funding from 
Islamic terrorist supporting countries.” 
This may have been of concern to CAIR 
because of a Saudi connection. The 
Saudi-sponsored charity, the World As-
sembly of Muslim Youth, announced in 
1999 that it “was extending both moral 
and financial support to CAIR to help 
construct its $3.5 million headquarters in 
Washington, D.C.”
 The third objection dropped 
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was to the charge that “CAIR has proven 
links to … Islamic terrorists.” This may 
have been deleted due to the fact that 
five current or past officials or employ-
ees have been arrested, convicted or 
deported on charges related to terror-
ism. (See pages four and five.)

Civil rights or intimidation?

 In 2000, Prof. Khalid Duran 
co-authored a book called Children of 
Abraham: An Introduction to Islam for 
Jews. The work, praised by Jordan’s 
Prince Hassan among others, was part of 
an American Jewish Committee program 
for interreligious understanding.  
 On April 4, even before pub-
lication, CAIR attacked the book and 
Duran. Although he held a doctorate in 
Islamic studies from a German university 
and had taught as a visiting professor 
at Temple, American, and other U.S. 
universities, Duran found his credibility 
under fire and himself accused by the 
council of association with “Muslim 
bashers” (“Fatwa Alert: Sheik calls for 
blood of Arab author who wrote book 
on Islam for Jewish readers,” New York 
Jewish Week, July 6, 2001). 
 On May 4, 2000 the Egyptian 
newspaper Al-Wafd reported on “CAIR’s 
accusations that Duran was tarnishing 
Islam’s image.” The paper called on 
Islamic legal scholars to act on “CAIR’s 
distress call.” A week later, the U.S.-
based pro-Hamas Al-Zaytunah detailed 
Duran’s alleged defamation. The CAIR-
precipitated avalanche continued. On 
June 6, in the Jordanian weekly newspa-
per Al-Shahed, Sheik Abd Al-Munim Abu 
Zant, a leader of the extremist Islamic 
Action Front, called for Duran’s “blood 
to be shed.”
    A leader of  the AJC’s inter-
religious efforts and originator of the 
Children of Abraham project, Rabbi A. 
James Rudin, described CAIR’s behavior 
this way:
 “[It] railed against Duran’s as-
sertion that ‘Islamists’ (Muslim religious 
extremists) are using the ancient faith of 

Islam to advance a strident anti-Western, 
anti-democratic, and anti-Jewish politi-
cal agenda throughout the world” (“Can 
American Jews & Muslims Get Along?” 
Reform Judaism, Winter, 2001).  Accord-
ing to Rudin, “extremist Islamic groups 
with a radical political agenda, such as 
CAIR, the American Muslim Council 
(AMC), and the Muslim Public Affairs 
Council (MPAC), all of whom support 
the Islamist cause and Muslim radical 
states, have exploited the fact that mod-
erate Muslims have no institutional and 
communal representation.”  
 Duran and Whitehead were not 
the only targets for CAIR’s wrath. The 
article “Intimidation by lawsuit” (Arizona 
Republic, March 30, 2007), reported on 
the infamous case of the “flying imams”: 
“Last November, six Muslim imams were 
returning to the Phoenix area from a 
conference in Minneapolis when they 
were removed from their US Airways 
flight for what passengers, crew and 
airline personnel described as suspicious 
activity, which included reports of chant-
ing ‘Allah’ in the gate area and, once on 
board, switching their seat assignments 
and asking for seat belt extenders that 
they didn’t need ....” 
 CAIR sued on the imams’ behalf 
in U.S. District Court in Minnesota, al-
leging civil rights violations. The “flying 
imams” lawyer was Omar T. Moham-
medi, president of CAIR’s New York 
chapter. Arsalan Iftikhar, the council’s 
national legal director, raised the specter 
of “paranoia, false reporting, bigotry and 
witch hunts at 32,000 feet” in a hyper-
bolic USA Today guest editorial. Iftikhar 
claimed  “the fact that we have to coin 
the new phrase ‘flying while Muslim’ 
is indicative of the unraveling of our 
national social fabric” (“False reporting is 
wrong,” March 27, 2007).

 The case drew national atten-
tion. M. Zuhdi Jasser, director of the 
American Islamic Forum for Democracy, 
offered to raise money to pay for the 
legal defense of the “John Doe” pas-
sengers who reported what they saw as 
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suspicious actions by the imams. The 
Becket Fund for Religious Liberty, a 
nonprofit legal organization that litigates 
religious-liberty cases, usually on behalf 
of those who believe their First Amend-
ment right to freedom of religion has 
been violated, denounced CAIR’s suit as 
a media stunt.
 The report, “Liberty advocates 
back ‘John Does’” (Washington Times, 
Aug. 2, 2007), by Audrey Hudson, 
quotes the Becket Fund as asserting that 
“the case against the John Does should 
be dismissed because no law could or 
should be construed to punish them for 
reporting a possible terrorist attack to 
airline authorities.”  Becket also stated 
that “this harassment is nothing less 
than legal terrorism — an attempt to 
change public behavior by threatening 
to impoverish and destroy at random the 
lives of those whom plaintiffs see as their 
enemies.  These claims should not be 
entertained.”   
 CAIR’s support for the imams’ 
suit against “John Doe” passengers and 
crew who may have reported their ac-
tions and its charges of “Islamophobia” 
and “flying while Muslim” led to con-
gressional action. Shield legislation was 
passed, and signed by President Bush, 
to protect citizens who notify authorities 
of potentially terrorist-related activities. 
The law allows “John Doe” passengers 
wrongly sued to recover legal fees. 
 On August 22,  federal court 
in Minneapolis accepted a request by 
imams Omar Shahin, Ahmed Shqeirat, 
Didmar Faja, Mahmoud Sulaiman, Mar-
wan Sadeddin and Mohamed Ibrahim 
to drop the “John Doe” passengers. US 
Airways and Minneapolis airport workers 
remained as subjects of the suit (“Imams 
drop lawsuit against ‘Doe’ passengers; 
Claim still targets airline for Muslims’ 
removal from flight,” Washington Times, 
Aug. 23, 2007).  

 About the same time the council 
attacked the Anti-Defamation League. 
The American Jewish Committee — in 
some respects a competitor of ADL’s — 
charged in an Aug. 21, 2007 statement 

that “CAIR characteristically seeks to 
cast any criticism of itself as an attack 
on Islam, claiming that such critiques 
amount to ‘Islamophobia’ and an effort 
to marginalize the Muslim community. 
In truth, CAIR is engaged in a course of 
conduct harmful to the great bulk of the 
American Muslim community by sug-
gesting that to respect Muslims one must 
tolerate apologetics for terrorist organi-
zations and avoid confronting, as ADL 
notes, CAIR’s ‘murky associations with 
radical organizations and individuals.’” 

Reliable source? 
 
 CAIR “has published a media 
guide to proper reporting on Islamic 
issues. It’s pure propaganda,” Investor’s 
Business Daily wrote (“Islam for Dum-
mies,” Dec. 20, 2007), “designed to 
whitewash the radical Islamist threat.” 
According to IBD, “what the media 
could really use is a guide to CAIR’s 
own questionable agenda.” 
 Critics have charged that the 
council has shown a tendency to embel-
lish statistics about hate crimes.  Accord-
ing to the article, “Fort Dix: The Back-
lash that Wasn’t” (FrontPageMagazine.
com, May 2007), by Robert Spencer, “a 
nationwide survey by the Washington-
based Council on American Islamic Rela-
tions … counted 1,972 incidents of anti-
Muslim bias in 2005, up from the 1,522 
in 2004.”  It added, however, that Pipes 
and Chadha “studied an earlier CAIR 
hate crimes report in 2005 and discov-
ered that ‘of twenty “anti-Muslim hate 
crimes” in 2004 that CAIR describes, at 
least six are invalid.’ These included one 
incident of a bombing outside a mosque 
for which no police report exists, and 
which seems not to have taken place 
at all; one of an arson attack against a 
mosque that police had determined was 
a simple robbery, with no ‘hate’ motive; 
and two incidents of Muslim store own-
ers destroying their own stores.”
 CAIR’s 2005 “Unequal Protec-
tion” report struck another observer as 
statistical spinning. Several graphs reg-
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Crying ‘Islamophobia’: 
exaggerating hate crime 
statistics

istered “dramatic increases in reported 
civil-rights and hate-crimes cases.” But 
Daniel Mandel, director of the Zionist 
Organization of America’s Center for 
Middle East Policy and a fellow in history 
at Melbourne University, found that “the 
reality is rather different.” Writing in Na-
tional Review (“Crying Wolf,” March 13, 
2006), Mandel charged that “fabricated 
incidents and frivolous complaints have 
abounded in these reports and others 
like them .... Turning to the most serious 
crime — murder — of eight reported by 
CAIR in the year following September 
11, 2001, all but one had ambiguous 
motives and on investigation could not 
be attributed to anti-Muslim motiva-
tion.”
 Three years earlier, 
John Leo, in U.S. News & 
World Report (“Pushing the 
bias button,” June 2, 2003) 
observed that “the Coun-
cil on American-Islamic 
Relations and other lobbying groups are 
reporting a rising tide of anti-Muslim 
bigotry and a massive increase in anti-
Arab crime in America. Obvious ques-
tions: What rising tide? What massive 
increase?”
 Leo cited former Los Angeles 
Mayor Richard Riordan that “the rea-
son we haven’t heard or read about an 
upsurge in the crimes is that ‘by and 
large, the big backlash never occurred.’” 
Though all anti-Muslim incidents are 
deplorable, the FBI’s reported 481 such 
incidents in 2001 was less than half the 
number of reported anti-Jewish inci-
dents, Leo noted. 
 FBI figures for 2006 showed 
2,640 reported hate crimes against black 
Americans, 1,195 based on sexual ori-
entation, 967 against Jews, 890 targeting 
whites, 576 against Hispanics, and 156 
targeting American Muslims.
 So “why do CAIR and other 
groups push the ‘bias’ button so hard?” 
Leo asked. “Well, the victim stance 
works. It attracts press attention and has 
made the ‘bias against Muslims’ article 
a staple of big-city dailies. It encourages 
Muslims to feel angry and non-Muslims 

to feel guilty.” It raises money, gets 
congressional attention, “and by pre-
positioning all future criticism as bias, it 
tends to intimidate or silence even the 
most sensible critics.”  
    The possibility that CAIR 
exaggerates hate crime statistics to flog 
self-serving but false propaganda about 
American Muslims besieged by mount-
ing “Islamophobia” deserves news media 
scrutiny. So does CAIR’s rejection of calls 
that it clearly condemn not just terror-
ism in general but Hamas and Hezbollah 
terrorism in particular. After a Hamas 
attack in 2002, murdering 29 people 
at a Passover seder in Netanya, Israel, 
CAIR criticized that act of violence “in 
the Middle East” but refused to criticize 

Hamas or mention the 
Jewish state by name.
 Early in April, 
2004, four Ameri-
can contractors were 
ambushed and killed in 

Fallujah, Iraq. Their bodies were muti-
lated and burned. Two of the corpses 
were left hanging from a bridge. CAIR 
issued a statement condemning the 
desecration of the corpses as un-Islamic. 
CAMERA’s Washington, D.C. office then 
called CAIR’s headquarters and asked if 
the organization condemned the kill-
ings themselves, not just the desecration 
of the bodies. A CAIR staffer promised 
to check and respond. When no reply 
was received several hours later, CAM-
ERA placed a second call and again was 
promised a response. None came.
 “If CAIR were sincere and 
straightforward in its opposition to ter-
rorism, it would cease apologizing for 
terrorism in Israel, which it blames on 
the Jews, and in Iraq, which it blames on 
the U.S.-led coalition,” the Washington, 
D.C.-based Center for Islamic Pluralism 
declared in the first number of its “Wah-
habi Watch” postings, one day after the 
London transit system bombings (“In 
the Shadow of London,” July 8, 2005). 
“It would end its long-standing effort to 
identify our religion with its political ide-
ology.” Wahhabism is the name of the 
fundamentalist Sunni Muslim theological 
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interpretation based in Saudi Arabia and 
reflected to some extent in the Muslim 
Brotherhood.
 When syndicated columnist and 
WTOP-FM (Washington, D.C.) com-
mentator Cal Thomas warned of Islamic 
radicals in the West after a terrorist 
attack in Glasgow, Scotland and a foiled 
attack in London, CAIR blasted him for 
“Islamophobic” remarks. But the group 
itself “did not condemn the actions of 
the Islamic terrorists in Britain,” colum-
nist Joel Mowbray wrote (“CAIR’s du-
plicitous ways,” Washington Times, July 
12, 2007). “CAIR has mastered the art of 
appearing to oppose terrorism, while at 
the same time leading the charge against 
those who seek to thwart it .....
 “If a Muslim is 
the victim of a possible 
hate crime or has been 
subjected to a religious 
slur, CAIR is there. There 
is nothing wrong with 
that, of course. And the 
group is well within its rights when it 
routinely rails against the United States 
and Israel.
 “What CAIR does not do, 
though, is denounce Islamic fundamen-
talists who promote a paranoid world-
view in which America and Israel are the 
enemies of Islam ....” 
   The article, “Sen. Boxer Rescinds 
Award to Islamic Activist” (Los Angeles 
Times, Jan. 6, 2007), by Asraf Khalil 
pointed out that “in recent years the 
council has drawn a carefully calibrated 
line on terrorism — strongly criticizing 
individual attacks and suicide bombings 
but refusing to label Hamas or Hezbol-
lah as terrorist organizations.” 
 Boxer, a California Democrat, 
“withdrew a ‘certificate of accomplish-
ment’ that the California Democrat 
had awarded to CAIR official Basim 
Elkarra.  Sen. Boxer cited concern over 
the group’s relationship with terrorist 
groups.” The senator’s rescinding of the 
award reportedly was a result of “trou-
bling details about the organization.”  
“It’s the volume of things, not any one 
thing,” she said.  “There’s a long list” 

(“House GOP challenges Muslim meet-
ing in Capitol,” The Washington Times, 
Mar. 13, 2007).  
 In response to negative cover-
age, CAIR officials have accused some 
reporters, news media and politicians of 
fostering “Islamophobia.” The council 
has closed meetings or barred certain 
reporters from press conferences. 
 For example, according to Chris-
tian Broadcasting Network correspon-
dent Ericka Stakelbeck’s report, “CAIR 
Fears CBN News” (March 13, 2007), “as 
CBN attempted to cover a CAIR press 
conference announcing that the six 
‘peace-loving’ Muslim imams removed 
from a US Airways flight in Minneapo-
lis last November have filed a lawsuit 

against the airline and 
Minnesota’s Metropolitan 
Airports Commission,” the 
network’s reporter was 
ejected by CAIR spokes-
man Hooper.  
          In Hooper’s words, 

“we have long barred the Christian 
Broadcasting Network from our news 
conferences because of their long, long 
history of vicious, anti-Muslim bigotry.  
And we have no motivation to promote 
that kind of intolerance.” 
 CBN News is not the only 
network to be dismissed from a CAIR 
function or conference.  Also among 
the ousted is The Washington Times’ 
Hudson. According to Stakelbeck’s CBN 
report, Hudson’s crime was “calling into 
question the legitimacy of the six ‘peace-
loving imams’ sob story.”
    In a FrontPageMag article 
(“CAIR KO’s ‘24’,” Dec. 4, 2006), writer 
Henry Mark Holzer asserted that “in 
addition to its incessant intimidating 
complaints about the alleged violation of 
‘Muslim civil liberties’ CAIR has enabled 
unfounded accusations and allegations 
to become substantiated within Ameri-
can society.”

Doing Hollwood and D.C.  
 Holzer charges that “in 2005, 
CAIR met with Fox representatives and 

Appearing to oppose 
terrorism while attack-
ing terrorists’ critics
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the producers of the television series 24 
to discuss their concerns that the show 
was portraying a ‘Muslim’ family at the 
heart of the terror plot and deception.”  
According to Holzer, such a plot format 
was “not surprising — because while 
most Muslims are not terrorists, most 
terrorists are Muslims— [and series pro-
tagonist Jack] Bauer’s principal enemies 
have been Muslims. Art imitates life.”
 In the writer’s view, “although 
Bauer is smart, resourceful, and ruthless 
in his patriotic determination to keep 
America safe, neither he nor Fox TV 
were tough enough to withstand pres-
sure” from CAIR. Bauer, played by actor 
Kiefer Sutherland, was forced to make 
a nationally televised statement that 
amounted to censorship. In Holzer’s 
opinion, the statement “was craven po-
litical/commercial cowardice, in the face 
of yet another successful intimidation by 
the Council on American-Islamic Rela-
tions.”
 Before wringing an apology from 
“Jack Bauer,” CAIR had gone after the 
films True Lies (1994), Executive Decision 
(1996), The Siege (1998), and Rules of 
Engagement (2000), according to jour-
nalist and screenwriter Bridget Johnson. 
That was all before Sept. 11, 2001, and 
though “nowhere, even in those films 
with Arab terrorist characters, was it 
stated or even implied that all Arabs are 
terrorists. According to CAIR ... not a sin-
gle Muslim can be portrayed on film as 
a terrorist — no matter how many good 
Arabs even out the pack — without put-
ting American Muslims in danger from 
rabid neighbors who internalize Sunday 
matinees. But that’s just not reality .... 
Censorship by special-interest groups [is] 
a threat to all the creative community 
stands for” (The Wall Street Journal On-
line, “Hollywood’s Last Taboo,” July 13, 
2005).  
 Other CAIR attempts include 
a threatened lawsuit against the Young 
America’s Foundation, a nonprofit agen-
cy that owns the late President Ronald 
Reagan’s Santa Barbara ranch.  Accord-
ing to the Washington Times (“CAIR vs. 
the Reagan Ranch,” Aug. 3, 2007), YAF’s 

“offense” was “inviting author and ter-
rorism analyst Robert Spencer to speak 
at a conference yesterday afternoon 
for a lecture titled ‘The Truth About the 
Council on American-Islamic Relations’.”  
Free speech, or attempted intimidation?  
“A more normal advocacy organization 
would seek to debate its opponents,” 
the item noted. “Sadly, this litigiousness 
is commonplace for CAIR, whose ac-
tivities could be scarcely more different 
from its mission statement.”
  In “CAIR blames White House 
for boosting ‘Islamophobia’” (Washing-
ton Times, July 18 2007), by Audrey 
Hudson and Sara A. Carter, Parvez 
Amed, chairman of the CAIR national 
board, said, “policies driven by fear will 
be naturally irrational.  Thus in this state 
of irrationality, the Bush administration, 
often through their surrogates, have 
resorted to fear-mongering.”  
 Kate Starr, spokesman at the 
National Security Council, rejected the 
CAIR accusations. Starr asserted that 
the “administration has worked hard to 
improve mutual understanding and co-
operation between America and people 
in Muslim countries” and that “this is a 
point the president underscored in his 
remarks at the Islamic Center in Wash-
ington.”  

 A Washington Times editorial 
(“Enabler speak,” July 19, 2007) bears 
quoting at length:

 “The Council on American 
Islamic Relations has outdone itself. 
This week its chairman, Parvez Ahmed, 
accused the Bush administration of 
‘Islamophobia,’ fomenting anti-Muslim 
sentiment and creating a climate of ir-
rationality and fear about Islam. He then 
delivered this instant classic in double-
speak: ‘The new perception is that the 
United States has entered a war with 
Islam itself.’

           “This is not new, and it’s not some 
disembodied ‘perception.’ It is CAIR’s 
view, and it has been CAIR’s view for 
years. Mr. Ahmed and friends actually 
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               “We won’t even go into the 
great extent to which President Bush 
stresses in virtually every major speech 
on terrorism that the enemy is terror-
ists waving a Muslim banner, not Islam. 
It evidently does not matter that the 
United States is spilling its soldiers’ blood 
and expending national treasure in Iraq 
to save the country from al Qaeda and 
from its own radical butchers. It does not 
matter that the United States undertook 
the most effective international humani-
tarian mission in memory to Indonesia, 
the world’s largest Muslim nation, in the 
wake of the 2004 Indian Ocean earth-
quake and tsunami. Both situations build 
on a recent history of intervention on 
behalf of Muslims in Bosnia and Kosovo 
and in defense of a Muslim nation, Ku-
wait, against Saddam Hussein’s depreda-
tions.

               “All that matters is that some 
people hostile to the United States who 
dismiss these achievements believe that 
the country and its president are ‘Islamo-
phobic.’ This is then used by CAIR to 
scare up the notion ....

               “We’d like to second Da-
vid Keene, chairman of the American 
Conservative Union, who spoke at the 
same event as Mr. Ahmed. ‘If CAIR 
wants respect as representing the best of 
Islam to the West, it must shun the role 
of enabler by siding with the enemies of 
terror and intolerance wherever they are 
found,’ Mr. Keene said. Well put.

               “Instead, we get spurious 
accusations about ‘Islamophobia’ and in-
timations that the problem is the United 
States, not the radical Islamist terrorists.”

Summary

    In the United States, scores of 
organizations describe themselves as civil 

rights groups. They often claim to speak 
in the name of both particular minorities 
and on behalf of all Americans. The ac-
tivities of some, including ADL and the 
NAACP, extend back nearly a century. 
 CAIR describes itself as one more 
such group, as American as apple pie 
and pita. But the facts cited above sug-
gest origins as a spin-off of a fund-raising 
arm, if not front for, terrorists. Another 
editorial, from Investor’s Business Daily 
(“CAIR Revealed,” August 31, 2007) put 
it this way:

 “For the first time, evidence in 
a major federal terror case puts CAIR’s 
current executive director — Nihad 
Awad — at a Philadelphia meeting of 
alleged Hamas leaders that was se-
cretly recorded by the FBI. After the 
Associated Press last week reported the 
bombshell, CAIR denied claims of ties to 
Hamas. ‘That’s one of those urban leg-
ends about CAIR,’ said Parvez Ahmed, 
CAIR’s chairman. ‘It’s fed by the right-
wing, pro-Israeli blogosphere.’ 
 “In fact, the evidence was re-
vealed by an FBI agent who testified at 
the terror-financing trial under way in 
Dallas [the Holy Land Foundation case]. 
Her name is Lara Burns .... Burns placed 
both Awad and his ethnic-Palestinian pal 
Omar Ahmed, who founded CAIR with 
Awad, at a Philly meeting last decade 
where she says Hamas leaders and sup-
porters hatched a plot to disguise funds 
for Hamas suicide operations as charity 
for HLF.” 
 IBD concludes that “many of the 
things CAIR’s leaders claim and what we 
later learn from the factual record don’t 
square .... CAIR claims to be the voice 
of American Muslims. If so, it’s been 
an especially loud one. But it has lost 
its credibility to speak honestly for any 
legitimate cause.” 
 Seven years earlier, long before 
evidence given in the HLF trial, Mustafa 
El-Hussein, secretary of the Ibn Khaldun 
Society, an Islamic cultural organiza-
tion, anticipated the IBD editorial. In an 
Op-Ed headlined “Misjudged Muslims,” 
(Washington Times, Dec. 17, 2000), 

share this perception that the United 
States is at war with Islam, and they 
want to promote it. Don’t be fooled. 
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El-Hussein wrote that “many of us in the 
Muslim community have been continu-
ally frustrated by self-appointed leaders 
who spew hatred toward America and 
the West and yet claim to be the legiti-
mate spokespersons for the American 
Muslim community. These groups open-
ly sympathize with Hamas, which the 
State Department has labeled a terrorist 
group, and Hezbollah, a Shiite group 
responsible for acts such as the bombing 
of the Marine barracks in Beirut.
 “Most Muslims, if they have even 
heard on American Muslim Council, 
the Council on American Islamic Rela-
tions, Muslim Public Affairs Council, and 
other such Islamist groups, regard these 
self-appointed spokesmen as impostors. 
Indeed, there is a great deal of bitter-
ness that such groups have tarnished 
the reputation of mainstream Muslims, 
who do not share their sympathies with 
Middle East terrorist groups .... [S]chisms 
in the Muslim community today belong 
to a very different category [than those 

within U.S. Christian and Jewish com-
munities]. They are between mainstream 
Muslim immigrants who come to these 
shores to embrace America, and those 
who front for a radical political move-
ment, referred to as Islamists ... Those 
in the media who decry the bias against 
Muslims are not doing mainstream 
Muslims any favors. They should look at 
the record of statements of those Islamist 
leaders and label them the hate-mongers 
that they are. Only then will we hear 
the authentic and moderate voice of the 
American Muslim community.” 
 CAIR largely has enjoyed a pass 
from major American news media. 
Many have accepted the council’s self-
portrait and uncritically disseminated its 
pronouncements. This CAMERA Special 
Report strongly suggests that closer ex-
amination is overdue.

 Eric Rozenman is CAMERA’s 
Washington director. Meredith Braver-
man was CAMERA’s Washington research 
intern, summer, 2007. Research intern 
David Krusch did preliminary work on 
this paper.
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